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“It is astonishing what foolish things one canIt is astonishing what foolish things one can 
temporarily believe if  one thinks too long alone, 

particularly in economics ”particularly in economics.

- John Maynard Keynes



• Economists must “make choices and take stands”
• The scholar and the citizen do not “live in separate 

moral universes”moral universes

Th Pik- Thomas Piketty



“One of  the oddities in the contemporary world is our p y
astonishing failure to make adequate use of  policy lessons 
that can be drawn from the diversity of  experiences that y p

the heterogeneous world already provides.” 

- Amartya Sen



multidimensionalpoverty.org



Applying Multidimensional PovertyApplying Multidimensional Poverty

b d ff l l f(i) May be difficult to apply if  government 
chooses not to measure poverty

(ii) If  government did choose to measure poverty, 
justifications for a multidimensional approach j pp

apply equally in New Zealand
(iii) May need to adapt for New Zealand context(iii) May need to adapt for New Zealand context

(iv)May be hard to communicate (but less 
li i i d)politicised)

(v) Some data sources already available



“… we need a new model of  institutionalized 
democratic deliberation that responds to the p

conditions of  modern life” that “leave[s] room for 
experimental elaboration and revision toexperimental elaboration and revision to 

accommodate varied and changed circumstances”

- Michael Dorf and Charles Sabelc ae Do a d C a es Sabe



Applying Democratic ExperimentalismApplying Democratic Experimentalism

(i) Chimes with past practice in New Zealand
(ii) May not be attractive to those who believe public ( ) y p

service should only serve ministers or those who 
think public service is self-interestedthink public service is self interested

(iii) Encourages innovation in ideas
(iv) May result in more engaged public servants

(v) US-centric?( )
(vi) Quite abstract – does the idea make a difference?





Applying Historicized Notions of FairnessApplying Historicized Notions of  Fairness

(i) Spark for further research into New 
Zealanders’ ideas of  fairness

(ii) Some may say using history draws policy-
makers into value judgementsmakers into value judgements

(iii) May strengthen definitions of  ‘equity’
(iv)Raises questions about the role of  history in 

defining concepts and developing policydefining concepts and developing policy





Applying Recent Developments in the 
Capabilities Approach

b l h f l f(i) Capabilities approach remains useful informing 
principle

(ii) Treasury could consider further whether to 
articulate capabilities more specifically, or p p y,

simply to use the capabilities theory as a kind 
of  architectural principlep p

(iii) One option might be abandoning the 
capabilities approach or clarifying what rolecapabilities approach – or clarifying what role 

the theory plays in policy-making
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